What Was the Source of Magnetic Field Measured by Pioneer-V In 1960?
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2. Background (The Experiment):

1. ABSTRACT

During the past half century, the consumption of fossil fuel has increased by 400%, causing present imbalance in nature, with the modern global anthropogenic carbon emissions increased from 2 to 9 million Pioneer-V was sent among others to measure the anomalous Interplanetary Magnetic Field (IMF) detected in the magnetosphere
metric tons per year, and Ozone depletion and the Climate warming greenhouse gas reaches 400 parts per million for the first time in human history. These imbalances in nature are caused by human activities and [Fan et al., 1960b.], for that reason it was stationed far at 6.5 Million kilometers on the Sun-Earth line to be far from magnetosphere
influence
[Ness
and
Burlaga,
2001].
On
March
30,
1960
a
Solar
flare
erupted
on
the
Sun
at
14:55
U.T.,
after
15
hours
the
scientific failure so far to discover viable alternative renewable energy, thus it is crucial for human progress, to seek such mechanism from related natural energization process to resolve that quest and avert such
energetic
protons
engulfed
Pioneer-V
[Coleman
et
al.,
1961],
as
shown
in
Fig.3-A.
Depictions
of
the
whole
events
are
described
imbalance in nature.
in Fig.1, while Fig.2 is an enlargement of the three marked squares in Fig.1, from both figures for nearly one hour Pioneer-V didThe energization process at bow shocks, magnetosheath, and many other pockets within and outside the geomagnetic fields, and the recent discovery that “Van Allen radiation belts have an inner particle acceleran’t detect any increase in IMF, while six hours after that engulfment, Honolulu station measured high change in the horizontal
tor”, all of which showed the existence of natural mechanism that energize charged particles and may provide humanity with unlimited source of energy.
component of the geomagnetic field; two hours later at 13:50 U.T., a maximum IMF of 23γ was measured by Pioneer-V
Studies on the energization of charged particles (electrons and protons) and the anomalous magnetic fields were first made for solar particles and geophysical phenomena such as aurora. The development of scien- [Coleman et al., 1961], which among others allow for suggestion that the field was produced at 12.5RE from the Earth.
6
tific equipment such as balloons, rockets and satellites enhanced the methods and aims of such studies from higher altitudes. Pioneer V was sent in 1960, at nearly 5.2 x 10 km (863RE) on the Sun-Earth line, to
measure the anomalous fields and related solar wind. It measured a magnetic field that was interpreted as of solar origin embedded in solar wind as suggested earlier by Parker. Several probes such as Exp. 10,
Exp. 12, Mariner 2 and finally the IMP-1, were subsequently sent to confirm the existence of the field, and all confirmed the existence of Interplanetary Magnetic Field (IMF).
Reviews to studies and analysis of Pioneer V and related data showed that the IMF was locally spatial produced at around 12.5RE within the magnetosheath in form of an external magnetic field (ExMF), and such Figure 3-A & B.
ExMF are the anomalous fields measured in many places, and are due to solar plasma captured and interacted with the planets geomagnetic fields, and such uses of solar origin of IMF in description to what de- In A, Pioneer-V is engulfed with
tected by Pioneer V, resulted from lack of options such as ExMF.
energetic protons, while in B, an
Further studies are required to enable better interpretation and deepener understandings of the origin of the field, solar wind interaction with geomagnetic field, sun dynamics and mechanisms regarding the sun- intense Interplanetary-External
spots and solar flares, hazardous nature of plasma towards astronauts and orbiting satellites, and extraordinary geophysical events that occur at Earth particularly at Bermuda Triangle and the South China Sea Magnetic Field (I-ExMF) was
(Devil's Sea).
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facilitating green energy transportation within and outside the planet, while provid- hence with that speed, the IMF
ing most human energy needs. Resulting reduction in demand for wood fuels would in addition to surplus energy would allow for conservation of forests and even lead to transforming most deserts to green lands, reached Pioneer-V after 2 hours.
thus rectifying the current imbalance in nature.
3. Weak Points in Pioneer-V Results Interpretation:
The following six points weakened, the solar origin of the IMF:
(A) In Figs.1&2, at 05:40 U.T. of 31st March (line 2), Pioneer V didn’t detect or measured any embedded IMF when first engulfed with the solar plasma.
(B) For more than fifty five minutes, between first plasma arrivals at Pioneer V at 05:40 U.T. till 6:35 U.T. on 31st March, no any increase in IMF was measured.
(C) At 06:35 U.T. on 31st March, and after 55 minutes from engulfment by the plasma, IMF start increasing at Pioneer V till it reached 9.35γ at 07:20 U.T. 2hours after
plasma first engulfed Pioneer V.
(D) The IMF steadily increased at Pioneer V till it reached 23.4γ at 1:50 U.T. after 8h 10 min. from plasma first arrival to Pioneer V.
(E) Pioneer V measured the 23.4γ IMF, two hours after such magnitude of horizontal field registered at Honolulu Earth station, at 11:50 U.T.
(F) The measured 23.4γ IMF was a pulse in nature (released after accumulation), not related to what should be expected from an embedded solar filed which varied with
solar wind density and velocity.
(G) If the IMF is of solar origin, it should have given instant measurement of nearly constant magnitudes, which only varied with solar wind density; not such discrepancy
which gives one pulse of 23.4γ on first flare and 50λ for the second flare (or one big pulse/flare).
Pioneer-V launched on March 11, I960, it coined the current un(H) Measurement of a peak horizontal component of geomagnetic field at Honolulu station two hours earlier [Coleman et al., 1961], suggesting that the source of pro- THEMIS sent to investigate Aurora; they can repeat Pioneer-V experiment!
derstanding of astrophysical phenomena. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pioneer_5
www.foxnews.com/topics/space/themis-mission.htm
duced IMF is nearer to Honolulu than Pioneer-V.
(I) Although Fan et al. [1960a] stated that “our results describe large-scale transient magnetic fields over great distances from Pioneer V, the magnetometer in Pioneer V
registers field changes at the position of the vehicle perpendicular to its spin axis.” This didn’t determine if the field came from the Sun or Magnetosheath direction, nor
been related to an embedded IMF.
(J) Local production of IMF was also assume from Pioneer V data as expressed by Fan et al. [1960a]: “Both kinds of observations show that magnetic fields are being
moved or generated in interplanetary space as a consequence of the solar flare on March 30.”
(K) With confusion, and lack of alternatives, Fan et al. [1960a] added that: “The only known way by which these transient fields could be established, or existing fields
manipulated, is by moving, conducting plasma of solar flare origin.”

Fig.1. Re-analysis of March 30/31, geomagnetic
storms, by combining Fig.2.a & b [Coleman et al.,
1961], with Fig.2 [Fan et al., 1960a]. The figure
shows the following sequence:
Starts of the solar flare at 14:55U.T., plasma arrival
at Pioneer V (no detection of an embedded solar
field) at 5:40, arrival to the earth at 6:30, registration
of Horizontal field at Honolulu at 11:50, and high
magnetic field measured 6 hours later at Pioneer V
satellite at 13:50U.T.

These interpretations emerged from Pioneer-V!
http://healyourselfathome.com/SUPPORTING_INFORMATION/BODY_ELECTRIC/natural_EMFs.aspx

As stated above, that confusion has led to the adoption of the only known theory, simply because there was no alternative. That embracement continued even though many
astrophysical phenomena such as the natural energization of charged particles in places such as the spatial magnetic boundaries, Van Allan radiations belts and aurora, persist as an elusive enigma that been tried in all imaginable forms of solutions; and still it continued to be a mystery; and although the production of External Magnetic Field
(ExMF) outside an atom was earlier suggested [Yousif, 2004], but interpretation of Pioneer-V data had created the current state of obscurity, which when related to current
excessive CO2 and the urgent need for the alternative renewable energy, the conclusion shows a need for an urgent rectification, not only for the sake of knowledge, but to
avert environmental catastrophe, the sign of which already shown by Haiyan Typhoon, and Hurricanes such as Katrina before that.

(http://www.china-mike.com/facts-aboutchina/facts-pollution-environment-energy/)

When restoration occurs
in deserts! (http://xitefun.com/nature-colors/
most-beautiful-scenery-t1970.html)

4. Call for the Experiment to be Repeated:
Phenomena such as aurora, the energization of charged particles, and production of
anomalous IMF, either required theoretical breakthrough, or had been concealed by Pioneer-V experiment interpretation; and if such interpretation had caused such cover, then
it helped deterring the discovery of the elusive alternative renewable energy for over fifty
years! That happened simply because it diverts attention from the natural production of
External Magnetic Field (ExMF) outside an atom; by deciding that the only known way
for measured IMF to exist was to be embedded solar wind [Fan et al, 1960a] (see 3.).
Therefore, that decision prolonged the usage of fossil fuels, causing the current imbal6
Figure
3-C.
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ance in nature, therefore it is vital the same experiment be repeated using four of NASA’s
km, ARTEMIS-P2 and ARTEMIS-P3 at 13.0RE and 12.5RE, while ARTEMIS-P4 and ARTEMIS-P5 to be located around the two poles.
five THEMIS satellites, as described in Fig.3-C.

7. Towards the Alternative Renewable Energy:
Understanding and acceptance of the natural production of Interplanetary External Magnetic
Field (I-ExMF), would allow human societies to move forwards by producing such IExMF in near future. The ExMF propulsion Systems (ExMF-PS) is a multiple systems of
ExMF production; which when rotated in front of a conductor generates electromotive force
(e.m. f.) of high amount with less input as shown in Fig.A, while the interaction of ExMF
with bismuth material produced translation force, which could drive different types of road
wagons, Sea vassals, and air ships of different sizes and shapes, which could be used among
2
others to remove CO from atmosphere as in Fig.B, or to protect the Earth from asteroid and
comet as shown in Fig.C.

Aurora could better be understood by repeating Pioneer-V experiment
using THEMIS satellites. (http://www.nasa.gov/home/hqnews/2003/mar/HP_news_c03h.html)

World driven by fossil fuels, Vs
World driven by Balanced Nature!
Pollutions and disasters
should become past!

Figure-A
An electromotive force (e.m.f.) is to
be induced between terminals of the
two conductors, as the conductors
are cuts by the produced rotating
external magnetic field (ExMF)
[Yousif, 2006].

5. The Fundamental of External Magnetic Field (ExMF)
The anomalous measured Interplanetary External
Magnetic Field (I-ExMF), at Bow Shock, Magnetosheath and Magnetopause and beyond; are
produced at micro-level by the imposition of the
Circular Magnetic Field (CMF) [Yousif, 2003] of
either electron’s or protons on geomagnetic field
(Bg), or any low magnetic field [Yousif, 2004,
Yousif, 2003a]. Imagine this x1010 electrons!

Figure-B
Jedia-Carbon Remover [Yousif,
"Imbalance of Nature (Book)”], propelled
by the ExMF [Yousif, 2006] and fitted
with carbon capture device by Air Capture
Technology [www.earth.columbia.edu],
2
the CO is temporary stored in the compartment, before finally disposed.

http://

Fig.2. An enlarged superimposed three marked
squares in Fig.1. showing: (1) The Solar flare
started at 14:55U.T., (2) Pioneer V engulfed by
plasma at 5:40, (3) plasma arrival to earth at 6:30,
(4) Pioneer V IMF increased to 9.35γ at 07:20, (5)
geomagnetic storm starts on Earth at 08:00, (6)
Maximum horizontal field in Honolulu at 11:50,
and (7) maximum magnetic field of 23.4γ measured
by Pioneer V at 13:50U.T. [Coleman et al., 1961,
Fan et al., 1960a].

6. Spatial Production of Interplanetary-External
Magnetic
Field (I-ExMF)
Bulky solar wind interaction with geomagnetic
field leads to the production of an Interplanetary
External Magnetic Field (I-ExMF), with related
energization process [Yousif, 2004], this occurs at
the Bow shock, the Magnetosheath, and the
Magnetopause boundary [Yousif, 2012, Unpublished], at radial distance RM, related to solar wind
intensity and velocity [Russell, 2000].

Figure-C
Fig.C. Jedia-Earth Protector [Yousif,
"Imbalance of Nature (Book)”], propelled by
the ExMF [Yousif, 2006], and fitted with special structure; it is capable of changing the trajectory of comet, asteroid, or other heaven
bodies threatening Earth's. Shown comet Tempel-1 [http://deepimpact.umd.edu/] trajectory
been changed.

